Recent advances in Mass Spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics are now facilitating ambitious large-scale investigations of the spatial and temporal dynamics of the proteome. However, the increasing size and complexity of these datasets is overwhelming current downstream computational methods, specifically those that support the post-quantification analysis pipeline. Here we present HiQuant, a novel application that enables the design and execution of a post-quantification workflow, including common data processing steps, such as assay normalization and grouping, replicate quality control and statistical analysis. HiQuant also enables the interpretation of results generated from large-scale datasets by supporting interactive heatmap analysis and also the direct export to Cytoscape and Gephi, two leading network analysis platforms. HiQuant may be run via a user-friendly graphical interface and also supports complete one-touch automation via a command-line mode. We evaluate HiQuant's performance by analyzing a large-scale, complex interactome mapping dataset and demonstrate a 200-fold improvement in the execution time over current methods. We also demonstrate HiQuant's general utility by analyzing proteome-wide quantification data generated from both a large-scale public tyrosine kinase siRNA knock-down study and an in-house investigation into the temporal dynamics of the KSR1 and KSR2 interactomes. Download HiQuant, sample datasets and supporting documentation at
Introduction
analysis and the inability to define a workflow that can be automatically applied to related datasets (e.g. the other bait proteins in an interactome mapping experiment). As a result, current software does not scale well for large, complex proteomics datasets, which are becoming increasingly prevalent.
We found these limitations particularly evident through our involvement in the PRIMES consortium (http://www.primes-fp7.eu/), an international effort to map the dynamic interactomes of more than 90 proteins in the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) pathway in an oncogenic and non-oncogenic cell-line. The PRIMES experimental design involves triple SILAC 15 , forward and reverse labelling and biological and technical replication. Protein identification and quantification by MaxQuant 10 yields a dataset containing approximately 10,000 protein groups measured over more than 3,000 assays. Using Perseus, it takes an expert user at least 20-30 mins to manually apply a typical post-quantification analysis pipeline to the 36 assays generated by a single bait protein experiment (see Supplementary Video S1). As this analysis must be repeated for each bait, analysis of all 93 baits in the PRIMES dataset with Perseus would involve more than 40 hours of manual processing.
To address these limitations, we have developed the high-throughput protein quantification analysis tool (HiQuant). HiQuant implements a customizable post-quantification data analysis pipeline including several data processing, quality control, normalization and statistical analysis steps which can be applied simultaneously to hundreds of assays within a MS-based proteomics experiment.
In the following Materials and Methods section we provide an overview of the principal features of HiQuant and outline our experimental methods. In Results and Discussion, we evaluate the performance and scope of HiQuant by analyzing three proteome-wide quantification datasets generated across a range of experimental designs. HiQuant can be run either via a graphical user interface (GUI) or the command line, see For example, one can perform the extensive iterations required to investigate the sensitivity of results to different parameter settings or assess the expected false discovery rate (FDR) for a given study, see Supplementary Data for more detail.
HiQuant Input Formats and Analysis Automation
HiQuant supports the analysis of both labelled and label-free quantification (LFQ) data and is compatible with the MaxQuant proteinGroups.txt file (or any other plain text table). The software also supports conversion from the HUPO proteomics standards initiative (PSI) .mzTab standard exchange format 16 . A protein quantification input file for a given study can contain many different experimental units (e.g. each bait protein investigated).
Within each experimental unit there may be different conditions (e.g. bait A in disease;
bait A in normal and bait A in empty vector control) and within each condition there is usually biological and/or technical replication (including forward and reverse labeling).
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Statistical Analysis and Output Visualization
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